
BIFOCAL

B
Over 19% of Presbyopes still prefer segmented bifocals over 
progressives. These people are loyal bifocal wearers who are reluctant 
to try progressives because of the price or a prior negative experience. 
They like having clear wide vision in both reading and distance that is 
associated with conventional Flat Top Bifocals.

However, many do want an invisible line and would prefer the 
cosmetic advantages of progressive lenses. Unlike progressive lenses, 
these patients want a defined reading and distance zone without 
peripheral distortion.

Even those that are satisfied with segmented lenses do not have the 
choice of any material. When they do choose a high index, polarized 
or photochromic material they often have to wait longer and pay much 
more. The opportunity to easily offer high index and other materials 
will please the esthetic and functional concerns of the patient and 
increase revenue for the  ECP.

We live in a technology driven culture. People who need vision 
correction want to know what is new in lens technologies and how 
advanced lens designs can improve their vision. They want the latest 
and greatest and are easily accepting of better performing products.

Now thanks to advances in freeform optics, the Jena B can provide 
clear distance and reading just like a bifocal without the line or 
peripheral distortions.

If only a small percentage 
of the 19% Loyal FT 
wearers upgrade to Freeform 
Bifocals, this represents 
a real revenue increase 
WITHOUT any additional 
patients.

German DesiGneD 
DiGital FreeForm 

BiFocal with no lines

FEATURES BENEFITS

Continuous Contour Technology Invisible line cosmetically desirable.

No image jump.

Continuity of vision from far to near.

Tinted lenses look better

AR and other coatings look better

Can use any SF SV Blank Availability in ultra thin materials.

Available in a wide variety of 
photochromics

high value materials more affordable

Made for loyal FT Bifocal wearers with 
distinct reading and distance area

Easy acceptance and adaptation.

Digital-Freeform Technology Customized to patient and frame specs 

Diamond Turning Precision Optics Precise crisp vision

Back Surface Geometry Clearer Wider Vision

100% 100 day Return Guarantee Try advanced technology with no risk

Increase revenue by utilizing 
the extensive material and 
coating upgrade options.
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DESIGN

German Digital Freeform Design with 
Continuous Contour Technology

Input parameters may include
frame wrap, pantoscopic tilt and vertex

Reading width 21 mm.

14mm from prp to center of segment.
2.5 mm near decentration

Combined power: -12.00 to +12.00D

Add: up to +5.00

design markings begin with JB

two circles separated by 34mm

100% 100 day Return Guarantee

FITTING: Height at pupil. Fit on cross.

4mm transition 
zone

14mm

21mm


